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IBIS Capabilities
Displays general static web site content with a 
consistent look and feel without having to code the 
entire web page.
Displays Indicator Reports (aggregated data values 
with associated contextual data).
Provides Web-based interface for distributed 
maintenance of Indicator Profile data.
Provides realtime SAS dataset queries.
Allows DOH to define the query interfaces without 
having to know the Web technologies (HTML, CSS, 
Javascript).



What IBIS Is
Set of evolving free, open-source software (FOSS) 
applications based on the Web’s request/response 
paradigm that runs on virtually all modern-day 
hardware and operating systems.
Culmination of 14 years of experience and knowledge 
from hundreds of health data analysts and users.
Simple in design, complex in details. The applications 
are data-driven using loosely-coupled interfaces 
which makes for a fairly agile system able to be 
extended as needed.
A lot of work (getting it to where it is today, and for 
an agency to implement).



What IBIS Is NOT
Canned, plug-in appliance type application. 

Applications need to be “hand” installed and 
maintained with TLC.

Effortless.
IT Support
IBIS Champion
Committed data stewards
SAS analysts
Some Web programming skills



What IBIS Is NOT
Silver Bullet 

IBIS applications have advantages, but for 
every design decision there are trade-offs.
All systems will meet resistance 
somewhere, none will meet all users’
needs.
All systems will, however, require effort to 
implement. Different systems require 
different types of effort.



What IBIS Is NOT

Free of software licenses 
SAS must be licensed.

Supported by a large team of 
developers and tool-free support 
technicians.

We hope to meet needs through the 
Community of Practice.



http://ibis.health.utah.gov

Utah’s IBIS-PH homepage 
provides access to all areas of 
the website and information on 
new features. This is a standard 
home page template, but states 
adopting IBIS can modify the 
content and the look of the page.



Mix of static and dynamic content.



Custom Data Query
Allows users to query health data sets directly
General audience

User-friendly GUI interface
Sound epidemiology
Help descriptions & instructions
Bullet-proof – can’t confuse or give misleading 
answers, can’t allow users to do “stupid” things

The IBIS Query system allows members of the general public to access several public 
health data sets and generate query results based on their specifications.



1. Select a dataset

2. Select a measure



3. Use “QueryBuilder” page to select filters and grouping variables and submit query.



Results include query filter criteria, a data table...



…and query meta-data.



The user can also produce a graph, such as this epi-curve…



…or map views generated from the data.  Graphs and maps are interactive (mouse-
overs, zoom) if the user has Adobe’s SVG viewer installed.



The secure query site: 
• Requires username and password
• No cell suppression



Components
of the IBIS 
Software

IBIS-Admin

IBIS-View

IBIS-Query 

html

 



1. User 
requests 
query 
interface 
screen

IBIS-Admin

IBIS-View

IBIS-Query

htmlhtml



2. User submits 
query, IBIS-
View sends 
URL to CGI

3. CGI calls 
SAS

IBIS-Admin

IBIS-View

IBIS-Query



4. SAS runs, 
sends query 
result to CGI

5. CGI 
formats, sends 
XML to View 
System

IBIS-Admin

IBIS-View

IBIS-Query



6. View 
system 
transforms 
XML, sends 
results page 
to user

IBIS-Admin

IBIS-View

IBIS-Query

htmlhtml



IBIS Indicator Reports

Allows users to view a report of data 
that have already been tabulated.
For more novice users, easier, more 
user-friendly.
Webpage CONTENT MANAGEMENT and 
REPORT GENERATION system, not a 
query system.



Utah has ~140 indicator profiles currently published.  They are indexed in an 
alphabetical index (pictured here) and also in a categorical index that allows indicators 
to be placed in any of several categorization schemes, such as by program, by data 
source, or HP2010 focus area, etc.







Indicator pages may be combined into online reports, 
like Utah’s Public Health Outcome Measures Report: 
http://ibis.health.utah.gov/phom/



Program staff from across the department use a website, called the “IBIS Admin site” to 
access the database and modify data records.  Once an indicator has been set up, the 
maintenance is minimal, generally limited to annual update of numeric data and 
modification of text to reflect those changes.

IBIS Admin Site
GUI Interface for DB Access
Used by busy folks who do not 
necessarily have website publishing or 
DB data entry skills (with no interest in 
acquiring them)
Must be user-friendly, follow good IS 
rules/heuristics



This is the indicator main page. Text boxes are 
used to maintain some of the fields at the indicator 
level.



Indicator reports can have multiple graph 
views.



Numeric graph values may be hand-entered or plugged-
in by the query system.



1. SMEs use 
IBIS-Admin to 
enter page 
content into DB
2. Page content 
published to 
XML

IBIS-Admin

IBIS-View

IBIS-Query



3. User 
requests 
indicator page

4. View system 
transforms 
XML, sends to 
user

IBIS-Admin

IBIS-View

IBIS-Query

htmlhtml



Files 
Maintained 
by PH Staff

IBIS-Admin

IBIS-View

IBIS-Query



http://www.ibisph.orghttp://www.ibisph.org









Thank you!

Lois M. Haggard, Ph.D.
Office of Public Health Assessment
Utah Department of Health
loishaggard@utah.gov
(801) 538-9455

mailto:loishaggard@utah.gov
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